
PLEASE NOTE: All ”facts” and names presented in these newspaper notices are fictional and not real.

Water leak caused temporary 
service stop
A water leak whose cause still is being 
investigated caused problems for 
several different businesses yesterday. 
The water had to be temporarily turned 
off for an area of almost two blocks, 
which forced many businesses to close 
early. Brewing company reported to 

national health authorities
A popular beer brewing business in San 
Diego has been reported to national 
health authorities after a customer found 
a piece of glass in their newly purchased 
beer. Thankfully, the customer found the 
glass piece, reportedly measuring around 
5 x 5 cm, before consuming the drink.

$100 fine for FastShop
New supermarket FastShop has already 
gotten in legal trouble by actively 
instructing people to park on land 
owned by a private owner. The 
company paid the fine and ”changed 
routines” immediately.

Nanny's Burger gets new nanny
Popular ”Nanny's Burger” is being 
overtaken by a new nanny. Previous 
owner and former nanny Madison Terry 
is retiring after 30 years owning the 
restaurant. The new (also former nanny) 
Ann will keep the menu and operate as 
usual.

Cockroaches and rodents in 
park
Visitors have noticed both rodents and 
cockroaches around and on the wooden 
furniture of Western Woodlands Park.
The city is now investigating the reports.

What is the newspaper notice 

generally about?

⃞ A water leak

⃞ Two blocks

⃞ An investigated cause.

At what time did the leak happen?

________________________________________.

Which kind of company was 

reported?

A _____________________ company.

Why were they reported?

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________.

Translate the following words and 

phrases from the text to Swedish:

Nanny __________________

Former _________________

Retiring _________________

As usual _________________

What is a fine (in this case)?

⃞ Money you have to pay

⃞ Legal trouble

⃞ A good looking person

FastShop advised customers to only park 

on their property. ⃞True ⃞False
Check everything that you currently can 

find in Western Woodlands Park.

⃞Pests such as rodents

⃞Wooden furniture

⃞A sign about cockroaches
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